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WELCOME PRESS CONFERENCE    
March 22, 2022 
 
FRANK ELIAS RAINIERI 
JOHN NORRIS 
JOEL DAHMEN 
  
 
(Spanish Introduction.) 
 
JOHN NORRIS:  Thank you. Please bear with me, I have a few notes to make sure I don't 
miss anything. I'm going to make an attempt to begin in Spanish, so I hope I get this right. 
 
So I hope that I just said it's wonderful to be back at one of my most favorite spots all year, 
and that's here in Puntacana. As beautiful a place as this is, I have to say the people are 
even more special. Not only are they our partners and our colleagues, but I consider them 
our friends, our family. So thank you for the way not only you treat our players, but all of us 
in the warmest welcome I think we get anywhere all year. So thank you.  
 
It's our fifth year, as you said, and Frank said that we played two times here last year, which 
is unheard of. And we're excited, last year we were able to extend our partnership through 
2025 with great thanks to Frank, Sr. Frank Elias. You said it's his problem now or his time 
now, so we'll make sure we remember that.  
 
But the PGA TOUR I don't think has ever been stronger than it is now and I think we're 
poised in the next 10 years to have unprecedented growth. This is a great place to start the 
second half of our season here at Corales Puntacana Championship and we're thrilled to be 
here. 
 
I can't thank enough the Rainieri family again, Frank Sr., Frank Elias, the whole family. 
Amazing staff here. Manuel, Jay, Hernando and the rest of the team are as good as they get 
anywhere all year. 
 
We're really excited about this year's field. The Kings of Corales is one of my favorite things I 
get to say every year because it's such a cool name to have for a group of champions. This 
year, of course, to my right, Joel is our defending champion. I was on the plane yesterday 
with Hudson Swafford, who again recently won this year at the American Express; also 
Graeme McDowell and Brice Garnett, so it is an amazing group of champions.  
 
I think Joel's star has certainly risen this past year. His personality, his play has really led to 
him being one of the favorites on the PGA TOUR and it was not for the lack of the emotional 
and exciting victory here last year, much more than your 16 shirtless appearance at WM, but 
we'll leave that separately. 
 
We'll also have here the Puntacana Resort & Club ambassador, Emiliano Grillo; our local 
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favorite Hiram Silfa, whose birthday is today, I heard. We have 43 current and former 
champions that are playing this week at the championship. That's a large number.  
 
It's great to welcome fans back over the last couple years. It's been challenging to see the 
build-out, to see the excitement in the downtown area, at the resort, and it's just wonderful 
for the rest of the world to be able to see what we see.  
 
The next four days will be broadcast in 220 countries and territories and they'll get to what 
we see, which is the warm friendly people of this area as well as the beautiful country. 
 
And last and I think especially, we're proud of the work that Grupo Puntacana does not only 
in the local area, but for the entire country, and we look forward to sharing those stories with 
the rest of the world on our broadcast.  
 
So thank you again for having us and have a great week. 
 
(Introduction of Joel Dahmen in Spanish.)  
 
JOEL DAHMEN:  Thank you. It's great to be back. I can't believe it's been a full year since 
we were jumping around on that green over there and hats were flying off and tears were 
flowing. 
 
This is a very special place. It's been very cool the last day when I flew in to see my face 
everywhere. It's really great memories. 
 
Everything about this place is so much fun. My wife and I talk about coming back here for 
vacation, not just the golf tournament, so we're happy to be back. I think the food is 
incredible, the people are great and it's just a warm -- kind of get a warm fuzzy feeling when 
you get here. I have never been able to actually defend one of my titles I've won, so this is 
very exciting for me and I'm happy to be back. So, thank you guys and looking forward to a 
great week.  
 
MODERATOR:  We're happy to have you back. 
 
Q.  How did winning the tournament change your life?   
 
JOEL DAHMEN:  Yeah, I think I wouldn't say changed my life so much. My wife and I are 
happy, I got a lot of great things, but it changed my career, for sure. To have a two-year 
exemption, bank account was obviously a little bit better Wednesday morning when I woke 
up, but just having the two-year exemption out here, you know, you're able to relax a little bit 
and not kind of worry about what was coming around the corner for two years has been 
great.  
 
I gained a lot of confidence. It is really hard to win on the PGA TOUR, it is no different out 
here, so I would say I walk around with a little more confidence. I'm a PGA TOUR champion 
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and you can't take that away from me. 
 
Q.  (Question in Spanish.)  
 
JOEL DAHMEN:  What is one of the biggest challenges this week? I think the wind is 
obviously very difficult. I think it's supposed to below the next couple days, which is pretty 
standard, and then I heard that it might die down on the weekend. I played here five or six 
years ago when it was on the Web.com Tour and it didn't blow at all and the scores were 
pretty low.  So I think that.  
 
Also, I played the new tee box on 17 today. That area looks great, but I think that new tee's 
a lot tougher than the tee by the ocean side, so I think that will be a huge one. But I think the 
course is in great shape again and if the wind blows, it's definitely going to be tough. 
 
Q.  Joel, what's your most outstanding memory from winning here other than the hat 
blowing away, Geno disappearing when you didn't know if he was going to come back 
with it, but what do you recall most about last year with the win?  
 
JOEL DAHMEN:  I remember like visibly shaking like over my putt, like looking down. It was 
goofy. It was a virtual tap-in, but I just remember visibly shaking and my putter head moving, 
like I don't know how I'm going to do this. 
 
And then I think just the raw emotions afterwards. A hug with Geno, tears were flowing, and 
then my wife came flying in and kind of tackled us. Just that like two minutes of just, I don't 
know, pure chaos and emotion and all like sinking in and realizing I actually won on the PGA 
TOUR was an incredible feeling, and to have my wife and Geno by my side was incredible. 
 
Q.  Then just two more real quick. What's the best thing you've eaten here? 
 
JOEL DAHMEN:  Oh, the eggplant parmesan at the marina by far is one of the best dishes 
I've ever had, so I eat it four or five times this week, for sure. It is by far the best. 
 
Q.  And last one from me, have you worn your champions shirt and hat?  
 
JOEL DAHMEN:  Far too often probably. I actually am disappointed I didn't bring it down 
this week. This is my third week on the road, so I didn't think about it when I was playing the 
last two. But yeah, it is a great, cool hat and the shirt is always ironed and pressed. 
Sometimes after a couple cocktails I'll throw it on and kind of march around with it. It's a 
great get-up, for sure. 
 
Q.  How does the PGA TOUR embrace these kind of tournaments in Latin America and 
are there plans to open up more tournaments for Latin America in the future? 
 
JOHN NORRIS:  This market is very important to us. We have been tasked as well not just 
growing the game, but growing it around the world. There are destinations that are very 
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important to us and this is one of them. It's a spot that shows off the skills of our players, the 
beauty of the country, and also it's a location where we can play a lot of times during the 
year.  
 
So we look to continue to grow in the region and throughout the world and events like this 
make it easy for us to go to our players and say, "We're thinking about doing an event here," 
where in the past it wasn't as easy. But with events like this, to go to Joel and the rest of the 
players and say, "What do you think about playing in a place like this," of course it's 
something there's no doubt they all say, "We'd love to." 
 


